Arvados - Feature #16522
[packaging] create python3-arvados-fuse package
06/11/2020 02:37 PM - Ward Vandewege
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Description
Subtasks:
Task # 16542: Review 16522-python3-arvados-fuse

Resolved

Related issues:
Related to Arvados - Bug #16568: [packaging] add missing package test for pyt...

Resolved

Associated revisions
Revision 488ab33f - 06/26/2020 01:54 PM - Ward Vandewege
Merge branch '16522-python3-arvados-fuse'
closes #16522
Arvados-DCO-1.1-Signed-off-by: Ward Vandewege <ward@curii.com>

History
#1 - 06/17/2020 08:39 PM - Ward Vandewege
- Status changed from New to In Progress
Ready for review at 0d90de4cf2fe4846f0a4ca321e2704e93bdbf80c in branch 16522-python3-arvados-fuse. I've built and tested the packages locally,
they all passed.
#2 - 06/18/2020 05:33 PM - Peter Amstutz
The install testing doesn't cover all the python3 packages:
arvados/build/package-testing
ln -s test-package-python27-python-arvados-fuse.sh test-package-python3-arvados-fuse.sh
ln -s test-package-python27-python-arvados-python-client.sh test-package-python3-arvados-python-client.sh
#3 - 06/19/2020 03:16 PM - Ward Vandewege
Peter Amstutz wrote:
The install testing doesn't cover all the python3 packages:
arvados/build/package-testing
ln -s test-package-python27-python-arvados-fuse.sh test-package-python3-arvados-fuse.sh
ln -s test-package-python27-python-arvados-python-client.sh test-package-python3-arvados-python-client.sh
Hmm, I had the fuse one but forgot to commit it. So I did test that. I've pushed it now at 3e9830b79c4c43f428b032d33f071434cae454dd.
I can add the python client test for python3, though that's unrelated to this ticket. That one can't be a symlink because there's a python interpreter
path in there. I suggest we do that separately from this branch. I will prepare a patch.
#4 - 06/25/2020 09:07 PM - Peter Amstutz
Ward Vandewege wrote:
Peter Amstutz wrote:
The install testing doesn't cover all the python3 packages:
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arvados/build/package-testing
ln -s test-package-python27-python-arvados-fuse.sh test-package-python3-arvados-fuse.sh
ln -s test-package-python27-python-arvados-python-client.sh test-package-python3-arvados-python-client.sh
Hmm, I had the fuse one but forgot to commit it. So I did test that. I've pushed it now at 3e9830b79c4c43f428b032d33f071434cae454dd.
Great, LGTM.
I can add the python client test for python3, though that's unrelated to this ticket. That one can't be a symlink because there's a python
interpreter path in there. I suggest we do that separately from this branch. I will prepare a patch.
Sounds good.
#5 - 06/26/2020 01:56 PM - Ward Vandewege
- Related to Bug #16568: [packaging] add missing package test for python3-arvados-python-client added
#6 - 06/26/2020 01:56 PM - Ward Vandewege

I can add the python client test for python3, though that's unrelated to this ticket. That one can't be a symlink because there's a python
interpreter path in there. I suggest we do that separately from this branch. I will prepare a patch.
Sounds good.
That is now #16568
#7 - 06/26/2020 01:56 PM - Ward Vandewege
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved
Applied in changeset arvados|488ab33f71ffb8d84395c4a749d7be4002a894ff.
#8 - 08/04/2020 08:49 PM - Ward Vandewege
- Release set to 25
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